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In Ray Bradburys erschreckender Zukunftsvision Fahrenheit 451 löscht die Feuerwehr keine
Feuer, sondern zündet sie an, um Bücher zu verbrennen. In Bradburys anschaulich
dargestellter Gesellschaft gilt Zufriedenheit als das höchste aller Ziele. Triviale Informationen
sind gut, Wissen und Ideen schlecht. Feuerwehrhauptmann Beatty erklärt dies folgendermaßen:
Laßt die LeuteWettbewerbe austragen, in denen sie sich, um zu gewinnen, an den
TextbeliebterLieder erinnern müssen... Sie sollen sich nicht mit heiklen Dingen wiePhilosophie
und Soziologie beschäftigen. Davon werden sie nurmelancholisch. man Montag ist ein
bücherverbrennender Feuerwehrmann, der gerade eineÜberzeugungskrise durchmacht. Seine
Frau verbringt den ganzen Tag mit ihrer Fernseh-"Familie" Fahrenheit 451 und drängt Montag,
härter zu arbeiten, damit sie sich eine vierte Fernsehwand leisten können. Ihr langweiliges,
unerfülltes Leben steht im scharfen Kontrast zum Leben ihrer Nachbarin Clarisse -- einer jungen
Frau, die von den Ideen in Büchern fasziniert ist und sich weit mehr für das interessiert, was
once in der Welt um sie herum vorgeht, als für das belanglose Geschwätz im Fernsehen. Als
Clarisse auf mysteriöse Weise verschwindet, verursacht das eineVeränderung in Montag: Er
beginnt, bei sich zu Hause Bücher zu verstecken. Als ihn seine Frau denunziert, muß er die
Bücher im geheimen Versteck verbrennen. Es gelingt ihm zu fliehen und sich einer Verhaftung
zu entziehen. Montag schließt sich zu guter Letzt einer Gruppe geächteter Gelehrter an, die die
Inhalte Fahrenheit 451 von Büchern auswendig im Kopf behalten und auf eine Zeit warten, in
der die Gesellschaft wieder auf die Weisheit der Literatur angewiesen sein wird. Bradbury -Autor von über 500 Kurzgeschichten, Romanen, Theaterstücken undGedichten, unter anderem
Die Mars-Chroniken und Der illustrierteMann -- ist vielfacher Preisträger; auch mit dem Grand
grasp Award der technological know-how Fiction Writers of the USA ist er ausgezeichnet
worden. Leser von thirteen bis ninety three werden von der grauenerregenden Spannung von
Fahrenheit 451 in Bann gezogen werden und zweifellos Teil der großen weltweiten
Fangemeinde Bradburys werden. --Neil Roseman
It’s time to do it, isn’t it? you recognize it is. We’ve all performed it before, no feel in resisting
the temptation to do it but again. The sunlight has set, the skies have became a sensational
colour of indigo, the internal lighting fixtures is seductively dimmed. the home is in a different
way empty, and never anticipating extra occupancy any time soon. The blinds are down,
curtains drawn tightly. The stereo is enjoying softly; isn’t that your favourite slow-jam? after all it
is. Thwart all attainable interruptions; flip off your mobile phone and disconnect the home line,
simply after putting a fraudulent name to the man manning the closest twister alert siren telling
him he’s received the evening off. not anything goes to get on your way. You lay again slowly,
rarely capable of comprise the nervousness of anticipating the pleasures that are quickly to
commence. Relax. learn the articles which you’ve assembled to extend the approaching flood
of sensations; silk boxers and a luxurious gown for optimum convenience and style, rather than
the standard barrage of Coors and Captain, you’re tapping into the reserves of Lindeman’s
and Chambord, a clean pack of Camels. You’ve even positioned a brand new dryer sheet
within the blow-tube. provide in to any final minute impulses: be at liberty to slick your hair back,
positioned a foot over that line within the sand you generally wouldn’t cross. every little thing

goes your way. You’re set.Slowly position it on your hand, carry it up a little, don’t be afraid to
stare upon it Fahrenheit 451 with affection and admiration for its worth. It’s rather a marvel,
isn’t it. possibly the cautious software of a gradual caress or a bit squeeze prior to starting will
make all of the difference. be happy to take advantage of your non-dominant hand if you
happen to get to take pleasure in this extra usually than most. As a final precaution, doublecheck that the diminished lighting fixtures is plentiful to your needs, heed your mother’s caution
that this may make you cross blind. While nonetheless softly cradling the underside, lovingly
wrap your thumb round the part and over the top. You’re able to manhandle it bilaterally now. It
responds accordingly, the canopy opens smoothly, a pointy consumption of breath: Fahrenheit
451 begins. As unusual because it may perhaps seem, I don’t imagine I loved this rather up to I
did on earlier reads. possibly Bradbury’s vintage is getting stale, or even I should still take my
very own recommendation and hire a switch-handed method subsequent time. What i
discovered to be fairly unforeseen is this time round I liked diverse Fahrenheit 451 points of the
publication than I did previously. On my first few reads of F451 i used to be certainly fed on (not
to say mortified) through the possibility of Fireman enlisted to Fahrenheit 451 find and smash
the realm of literature my younger brain was once coming to embrace. Now, nearing the age the
place I’d continuously imagined I’d be despatched off to the savannah to die alone, I’ve come
to achieve that whereas the Fireman aren’t necessary, I’m all in favour of a discount within the
book of thoroughly pointless, brain-damaging crap. whereas I don’t fathom I’ll ever be totally
confident of the heralded advantages of ‘Living Green’, i'm going to say that I’ve consistently
thought of inventory motor vehicle racing and the discharge of shitty books to be both negative
utilization of normal resources. this can be most likely simply because within the elapsed time
I’ve learn “The Bell Jar” and “Story of Fahrenheit 451 the Eye”, which i'm yes a few humans
will cherish and locate significant, yet clearly it’s my flavor that eventually matters. Sarcasm
most likely doesn’t stumble upon too good with no italics.There used to be the time i presumed
probably Clarisse used to be the engrossing point of the book. That inspirational, blossoming
younger lady who contrastingly stands proud within the nightmarish panorama of Bradbury’s
destiny like a daisy springing from the concrete on Wacker force in downtown Chicago. In time
I’ve come to anticipate that not anything reliable will come to those liberated souls, and prefer
the daisy, she can also be duly pulverized by way of oncoming traffic. Then got here the
analyzing the place I sought to discover value in the back of the enigmatic nature of fireside
Captain Beatty and the Hound. Beatty, who's the pinnacle book-burner able to quoting from
major works throughout the ages, the self-hating bibliophile. It virtually sounds like a gyp that
the Captain’s evidently attention-grabbing and divergent earlier isn’t recounted. I additionally
concept possibly there has been anything extra occurring in the back of the cold, useless eyes
of the Hound; brought on via the opposed (almost precognitive) perspective which it directs at
Montag, and the assertion within the e-book Hound used to be published opposed to the
firemen in it’s personal precinct. What could have been occurring in that anonymous
Firehouse? maybe a complete station of firemen stockpiling, storing, hoarding books, the Hound
ultimately not able to passively stand via and suffer this dereliction of duty. Again, I acquired
older and wiser, and discovered what used to be happening here: in Montag’s world, every little
thing has Fahrenheit 451 been fireproofed, hence not more desire for hearth hydrants, therefore
one disenchanted pooch that’s been preserving an aching urination for its whole
existence.Reading F451 now, what I most likely cherished so much used to be the area and
backstory which Bradbury equipped round Montag’s awakening. Previously, I felt that the tale
thoroughly revolved round the inspiration of the Firemen, and that the ridiculous society which

spawned such an career used to be mere filler. I’m now leaning the opposite way, almost
always simply because I trust a small message which Bradbury buries within the book; that the
explanation the area ended up this manner used to be as the voice of the minority clusters rose
up and was once obeyed; as Beatty states “It didn’t come from the govt down. there has been
no dictum, no declaration, no censorship, to begin with, no! Technology, mass exploitation, and
minority strain carried the trick.” which will be sure nobody’s emotions have been hurt,
whatever which angry someone used to be destroyed, a natural signal of progress. Yes,
sarcasm again. “I protest, sir! Your booklet incorporates a assertion within which the narrator
derides an individual for dancing ‘as if he had left feet’!” trills the pear-shaped, discontented
mother. “That’s possible.” The pothead writer meekly rebuts, attempting to recount simply what
the hell his newest ebook used to be even about. “My son was once born with left feet, and
your vile, inconsiderate trash insults his very nature,” she continues, “do you might have any
suggestion how he'll think may still his blameless eyes take place to stray upon your story?”
“Um, i assume he may possibly consider like clumsily side-shuffling over to kick my ass?” And
directly to the incinerator with publication and writer both.I essentially do detest this pandering to
the minority on the cost to the majority, and will simply count on the bleakest final result to stick
with may still we persist during this path. i believe approximately this each time i need to
determine to the ATM desktop that I do Fahrenheit 451 certainly wish my transaction in English,
and believe the bile emerging up as i attempt to forget about the Braille underneath each one
number, seeing as it is a drive-thru machine. You’re no longer purported to voice these
unpopular evaluations though, that’s cruelty, most likely prosecutable those days. I envision a
destiny within which the single individual you could beat the shit out of with out it being recorded
as a ‘hate crime’ is a a twin of yourself. It’s most likely me simply getting older and crotchety,
yet I now think like i will greater savor Bradbury’s dreary imaginings. The velocity of lifestyles
speeded up past reason, the incessant babble pouring from the morons Mildred affiliates with
through the wallscreens, espousing their inane techniques on balloting and child-rearing, and
the entire while, the few non-mutants easily falling into lockstep with this insanity, slightly
elevating their voices to name for a cessation of the madness. i eventually see F451 as
anything past a press release on censorship, I see it as an indictment of the folks we’re
permitting ourselves to become.
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